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LAW CLERK
I I

·I ·IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

I''

I

'

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent

1. vs.

)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No.

,i II

33705

)

)
)

ROBERT JOE HARRISON, JR,

)

)
Defendant/Appellants.

I

)

RECORD ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine.

HONORABLE ROBERT J. ELGEE, DISTRICT JUDGE

********'****

I

I,

KEVIN P. CASSIDY
409 N. Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333

ATTOR NEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL APPEALS
Statehouse, Room 210
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720

Defendants/Appellants

Plaintiff/Respondent

I

I .,

I

l'

VOLUME TWO

. IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent

vs.
ROBERT JOE HARRISON, JR.,

Defendant/Appellants.

)
)

Supreme Court No.

33705

)
)
)
)
)
)

RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine.

HONORABLE ROBERT J. ELGEE, DISTRICT JUDGE

************
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DEC-11~200 1 TUE 04:01 PMS

FAX NO, 12C

. st r i cl TCA

1002

P, 02

s_b-.__ J1JDICLA.L DISTRICT

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF TEE _ _
OF THE STATE

or ID.IBO, IN AJ,iD FOR 'Lt:i.!c COUNTY OF p \ ""-'""'- "-

':>-Hr\-&-

)

PJain tiff(s),
vs,

)

)
)
)
)

\2o \,,,,,J ,\- \¼-ru2....,·<s. ,j
Defendant(,).

[]
I hereby request approval to· broadcast and/or photograph the followi.:ng court
proceeding:

C2se No.:

Time:

'i - S

Location;
Presiding Judge: ·

[)

I have read the foI1owine
camerz.s .in the courtrborn.' and -will corr.mly
.
..... r1.1lc ..permittinv
;;;,
.
in all respects wi(h the Ruk and Order of the Court.
RULE PER.¼ITI!NG
CA."11"-RAS IN J.:.E COURT.ROOM

1.

Video 1 audio 1 and phot0graphic c.ov(';rage of public proc""'~ings before district 2nd magistrate judge.s
is authotizec! subjeci to the disc.edon o[ the presiaing judge,

Tne pres;icting judge ma Inca ins che right to limit coverage or photography of any public hearing when
the interests of rhe administration of justice requires. Amhorizatiou may be revoked at any time
without p-rio~ notice-when in th6 course of -'li.Scretiou it appears that broadcast coverage or still
photographs of di.strict or magisr...-are coun: procdin1;s ar:: interfering in any way w:ith the proper
administrarion of justice.

Tne presiding judge may, at his or her disc:~tion, limit, rest!ic; or prohibit the taking of photographs
or coverage at any .proceeding, ,Any decision regarding broadc:a.siing1 televi.Sif).g, rec.ording, or
photographing oi proceedings is not subject to appellate review.

REQUEST TO OBT.A.LN' APPROVAL TO BROADCAST .A.ND/OR .PHOTOGR.A.PH
A COURT PROCEEDING • 1

DEC-11'2001 TUE 04:01 PMS. ' istrid TCA

FAX HO, 12

:4002

P, 03

Coverage of the following proc.:,,;dings [s prohibited,
Th~re .shall be no broadC:tSt of ~nfere:nces which oc...-ur in a court faci1iry bcty..reen ano_rneys and Chet!
clJents, berween co-coullSel of a client, or between counsel and the presiding judge held at the bench.
There shall be no still photopphy, phot0g:raphs, or television transmission of notes upon the counsel
table. Tnere shall be no broadcasi of verbal communic::ttions between anorne)~ and their clients,
berween ca-counsel of a client, or berwe,:n caun.se! and the presidi:ng judge.
Thtte: should be no recording or _L-ansmt.sion of [:n ..cs.mera sessions or judicial deliberations.

There shall be no r.ecording or broadcasi trammlSsion of proceedings othe/'10.se closed to the public
including adoptions, mental beeltb pro=rliJJgs, youlh rehabilimion., child procective a:::r proc,,ectings,
termination of parent chl.ld relarions 1 grand Jury procee.ctings) issuance of arresu; and ses.rch w--arrants
pro=rlings covered by Rule 32, Idaho Administrative Rules, or a wmparable rult when the
proc"'""'Jing must bt; cios.td to e:Ef-e::::uzte u)c puip05!.S of the rule.

The pr~iding Judge m.ay cx::lude ¢)ec-..ronic: medi3. c:Jverage and prohJbiI sim pbotog.rapby of a
particu!a;:- participant or C.irec:: that the identiry of a participant be C'.::lnc..::.:1led upon a de!:erminaiioutha[ such coverage will have a subst2.nti2.1 adverse effecr 1Jpon a particular individual
The adminlsuative districL judue sha!l oromu!:rntt. rJles governing r:ove~a~: outside the counroom in
cou.thouses within ·(he judicial distric::'.
..
..,
-

It is the responsibi1~ty of .e:i.ch broadC2.St ne-ws representative. pre:seot EI rh::. b:::-ginnbg of each se.s~ion
of court to ·ach.i::vc a.r. under$tunciing v.-'lth 2Il olher broad::.:.st repr~p.[at.ive:.;i as w ·.;·ho will fonc1:[on
ai: 2ny given time;•. or in th1: a11cme.t!ve, tow 41ey wiI! pool their photographic c.:::,ver2.ge. Tnis
under:;::~nding shall be re~ched our.side th-; c..:)Ur-Soom and vrichout fmposition upon che presiding
jl.ldge or coun personneL T.1e pi~iding judge .shall rioc be called upon to re:solve any d.t.Sput=s ::.::::::pt
m determine that if the broadw..s! repre.sen~atives: cannot agre.:: braadt2.$L coverage \:11Ul not taJ:e place,

3.

~Approval to broad.6..si or pholograph a c::rnrt proc.e:.:;d[ng rnusr be obmined in advaric.c from the

presiding judge.
4.

If coverage is authofizerji rutes gove:-uing the media shall be es.:ablishcd at ezch 1iud~e·s discretion,
Coverage m(:y be authorLterl subject co ~he following gufdeHlLes:
Jur.r- ?botog:--apbing or Yideol2ping of th.e jury or juro~ is prohfoittd, includbg during jury
selectior..
Lir:!ht . E.'is~in_g-1ig:ht only may be used. for still photography o\ video coverage. Electronic
flash or miiiciai Jighring i.s prob.foired.
Dmcra Noise - CJ.mera noise and disi:;-actions sh.all be k::pt to a Ill,inimum.
StlH Photo 0 raohv 2-xttrnal motor drives shall not be used. Manual film advanc.: or quiet
built-in winders shall be used in a manner that does not disrupt the ::our; procee<lin]. Tne
numbc;r of e:,pcsure.s shall be kept to a minimum. Fasr random shooting of photograph.I i.s
not permitted.
w

Yide:o Cove-farre ~ No video or te!evl.sion c:imera shall _give any indic.2tion of whether h iS
CJ pc rating.

REQUEST TO OBTAIN A..PPROVAL TO BROADCAST Af.lD/OR PHOTOGRAPH

A COURT PROCEEDD'JG - 2

DEC-11-2001 TUE 04:02 PM 5, ..

,slricL

P, 04 .

i002

FAX NO, 12C

TCA

Audio • A,1y audio equipment shall be pJac,,d as determined by the presiding judge, Tnere
shall be nq broadcasx of confidenda1 cornmunic:2.rioru. lf Chere is_cove;-age by bot:h radio .i.nd
television, :tbe microphone< used shall s,:rve each ')~tern without duplication.

Location '. Media shall be in position at least !5 minutes before; court begins, Media
positions snail nor change while court is in session, Tne spediic location or locations of
media mus; be approved_ in advance by the presiding judge or designee.

Dress .. Medl2 represematives shall present

2

ne2t appearane! and c.:induc:: t.hernse:ives in

keeping with the dignity of court proceedings as determined by the presiding judge,
PooHne · Only one still photographer and one =era operator shall be pennilted in the
coun.room~ T.ne presiding judge may allow additional camera.s. Me.dis orgarlzation.s must

arrange for. pooling.
5~

The presiding judg¢ may require any m~ia re:pn:sem.ativc 1:0 d~mor..st..'"ilte adequatdy in advance of
a proce.eding thar tht cquipm~nt io be u.sc-d meets the st.andard.s o{ the rule.

6,

Tne public shzll not be required to iricr.1r any expenses ~o accommodate cameras or od1er equiprnen[
covered. by this rule. MY proposal by media represen12dves ro rnodLfy existing facilities at media
expertSt to 2.C::::nnrn;oda1e use of equiprne:H. in the counroom sh.all O,e submitted to the trial cnµ.rt
adminisu;;.mr for the disdct .A final ornoosal shall be submitted to the adminisrracive district judge
for acceprance modificaDcm or rejectfon.'
. .,
1

7.

A11tb.ori.;;;2tlon for broads:asi caver::zge .2nd still photography is permitted. for an e;q:ierim:::ir.al period
of on=: ye.2r only · Such authorization shall expi:e oc. ·and afre: Febru.a:ry 15j 1996) unleSs such
authorlZ.2dOri.i.s e:::1ended by ode: of (ht Suprewe· CouiL-

DATI:D This

..:::J_ day of

~-zf ~

, w~;io

Lou-

c.

c:A-2.J2.._~
Signature

Representing

I Io

S' -

Address

1,o"I
Telephone Number

m

STY:>

°tb 4 °/

REQlTEST TO OBTAIN APPROVAL TO BROADCAST JJ:·!"D/OR PHOTOGRP.PH
A COURT PROCEEDING. 3

DEC-11-'2001 7UE 04:02 PM 5.

FAX NO, 12C

'1s\rid TCA

P. 05

:002

ORDER
The Court, navmg considered the request under the Rule permitting cameras in the
trial courtrooms, hereby orders t.½at peniis,ion to broadcast and/or photograph the above
hearin.g is:

Ora.rited; under the following restrictions:

n\l,hc,fc<f\,,S ~ (

[]

ij\JO

o~J:?J~/cf'i'V

v:i:1 ~

Denied.

n--: ,--, - aC
°'~

"1(.
C
DATED Tnis ..!__ day of

J;§.__

/Dis~:ie;t/1\'fo.Sstrate
Judg:e
..,.,
-

~ /

REQUJ:-,ST TO OBTAJN A.PPROVAL TO BROADCAST AJ,'D/OR PHOTOGRAPH
A COURT PROCEEDING - 4

c9-57

Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney
201 2nd Ave. South, Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
Telephone: (208) 788-5545
Fax: (208) 788-5554

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT JOE HARRISON, JR.,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-06-1102
STATE'S PROPOSED JURY
INSTRUCTIONS

COMES NOW Plaintiff State of Idaho and presents its proposed jury instructions
pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 30.

DATED this 14TH day of September, 2006.

ar en
nsuansen, ISBN 6438
Dep y Prosecuting Attorney

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS - Page I

INSTRUCTION NO. _ _

In order for the defendant to .be guilty of Enticing of Children, the state must
prove each of the following:
1.

On or about April 11, 2006,

2.

in the County of Blaine, State of Idaho,

3.
4.

. the defendant ROBERT JOE HARRISON, Jr.,
did attempt to persuade, or did persuade, whether by words or
actions or both,

5.

a minor child under the age of sixteen (16) years to enter a vehicle,

6.

while the defendant did not have authority of the custodial parent of

the child, and/or the State of Idaho or political subdivision thereof, and/or
did not have legal custody of the child.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then
you must find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven
beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant guilty.

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS - Page ,;J._

INSTRUCTION NO.

--

, In order for the defendant to be guilty of Kidnapping, the state must prove each of
the fol.lowing:
·
·
1.

On or about THE 11 TH DAY OF April, 2006,

2.

in the County of Blaine, State of Idaho,

3.

the defendant ROBERT JOE HARRISON, Jr., led, took, or enticed away,

4.

a child under the age of 16 years

5.

with the intent to keep or conceal the child
parent.

from his custodial

If any of the above has not been proved beyond a reasonable doubt, then you
must find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a
·
reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant guilty.

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS- Page3

INSTRUCTION NO.
A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be innocent.

This

prg,sumption places upon the state the burden of proving the defendant guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt. Thus, a defendant, although accused, begins the trial
with a clean sl.ate with no evidence against the defendant. If, after considering all
the evidence and my instructions on the· law, you have a reasonable doubt as to
the defendant's guilt, you must return a verdict of not guilty.
Reasonable doubt is defined as follows:

It is not mere possible doubt,

because everything relating to human affairs, and depending on moral evidence, is
open to some possible or imaginary doubt. It is the state ofthe case which, after
the entire comparison and consideration of all the evidence, leaves the minds of
the jurors in that condition that they cannot say they feel an abiding conviction, to a
moral certainty, of the truth of the charge.

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS - Page

Jf

INSTRUCTION NO. _ _
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain .
date. If you find the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was
committed on that predse date.

STATE'S PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS - Pages

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR"06-1102
Plaintiff,

JURY VERDICT

vs.
ROBERT JOE HARRISON, Jr.,
Defendant.

We, the Jury, unanimously find the defendant ROBERT JOE HARRISON, Jr,
COUNT I

Question No. 1: Is the defendant Guilty or Not Guilty of Kidnapping in the
Second Degree?
GUILTY
NOT GUILTY

If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 "Guilty", then you should
simply sign the verdict form and advise the bailiff. If your unanimous verdict is
that the defendant is "Not Guilty" of Kidnapping in the Second Degree, you must
acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider the included
offense in Question No. 2.

Question No. 2: Is the defendant Guilty or Not Guilty of Enticing of
Children?
GUILTY
NOT GUILTY

DATED this

day of September, 2006.

Presiding Juror

7

FILED @M '-/: 2J'5
Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415
Blaine. County Prosecuting Attorney
nd
201 2 Avenue South Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
Telephone: (208) 788-5545
Fax: (208) 788-5554

¢1·~
) 2
,.,;,.,, o,·• ',,..
"

r

.V

2006

CLERK DISTRICT
COURT BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR-06-1102
AMENDED INDICTMENT

vs.
ROBERT JOE HARRISON JR.,
D.O.8.
SS#:
Defendant.

ROBERT JOE HARRISON JR. is accused by the Grand Jury of Blaine County by
this Indictment with the following felony offense, committed as follows:
COUNT ONE
th

That the defendant, ROBERT JOE HARRISON JR. on or about the 10 day of
April, 2006, in the County of Blaine, State of Idaho, did willfully lead, take and/or entice
away and/or did detain a child under the age of sixteen (16) years, with the intent to keep
or conceal the child from its custodial parent, to wit: the defendant en.ticed and persuaded
the minor male victim, S.G.

to enter the defendant's vehicle and then

refused to take the minor child to his requested residence but instead drove to where the
defendant lived and then tried to lure the minor child into his apartment by offering to

AMENDED INDICTMENT - Page 1

show the child a video movie inside the residence, in violation of Idaho Code §§ 184501 (2) and§ 18-4503, KIDNAPPING IN THE SECOND DEGREE, a FELONY.
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in such cases made and
provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.

A TRUE BILL
Presented in open Court this

%{l!:-

day of September, 2006.

ISBN 6438

AMENDED INDICTMENT - Page 2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICV\L DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDA,_BO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
STA TE OF !DA.If0,

)
Case No. CR-2006-1102

Plaintiff,
V.

}

)

ROBERT JOE HARRISON JR.,

)

DOB·

)

5S#:

)
Defendant

MEMBERS OF THE JURY: I ,viii now give you tile preliminary instructions in this case. \.Vhen
the evidence \s dosed, I will giv-e you the final instn1ctions ln this case.

INSTRUCTION NO.

_I_

Now that you have been. selected and sworn as the jurors to try this case, I want to go ·over
with you what will be happening. I will desc1ibe how the trial will be conducted and what we will
be doing .. At the e11d of the t1ial I will give you more detailed guidance on bow you are to reacl1
. your decision.
Because the state has the burden of proof, it goes first After the state's opening statement,
the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until the state has presented its case.
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charge ag,1inst the defendant. The
defense may the11 present evidence, but is not required to do so.

If the defense does present

evidence, the state may then present rebuttal evidence. This is evidence offered to answer the
defense's evidence.
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the !aw.
After you have beard the instructions, the state and the defense will each be given time for closing
arguments. !n their closing arguments, they will summmize the evidence to l1elp you understand
how it relates to the law. Just as the opening statements are not evidence, neither are the closing
arguments.

After the closing arguments, you will leave the courtroom together to make yolll.·

decision. During your deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the exhibits admitted
into evidence and any notes taken by you in co mt

'

INSTRUCTION NO .. 2..
This c1iminal case has bee1) brought by the State ofidaho. I will sometimes t·efer to the state ·
as the prosecution.
The. defendant is charged by the State of Idaho witl1 violations of the law. The charges
against the defendant are contained in the Indictment.

I will read yo11 the Inclictrnent

THE

defendant, ROBERT JOE HARRISON JR., on or about April l !, 2006, in the County of Blaine,
State ofidaho, did willfolly lead, take and/or entice away and/or detain a cl1ild under the age of(l6J
years, with the intent to keep or conceal the child from its custodial parent, to wit: the defendant
emiced and persuaded the minor mall" victim S.G. to enter the defendant's vehicle and then refused
to take. the minor chi lei to his requested residence bm instead drove tbe opposite direction to where
the defendant lived and the11 tried to lure the-minor child into his apartment by offering to show the
chi Id a movie inside the residence, in violation of Idaho Code §§ 18-450 I (2) and § I8-4303.

KIDNAPPfNG IN THE SECOND DEGREE, a FELONY
To this charge the defendant has pied not guilty.
The Indictment is simply a desc1iption of the charges; it is not evidence.

INSTRUCTION NO.

___,,3,::____

Under our law and system of justice, the defendant is presumed to be i1mocent. The
presumption of irinocence means two things.
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The state has that burden
throughout the trial.

The defendant is never required to prove his innocence, nor does tbe

defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all.
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A reasonable
doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason and common
sense. It is the kind of doubt which would make an ordinary person hesitant to act in the most
important affairs of his or her own life._ If atl:er considering all the evidence yoll have a
reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt you must find the defendant not guilty.

INSTRUCTION NO.

l

Your duties are to detem1ine the facts, to apply the law set fmih in my instructions to th0se
focts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my instructions regai'dless of
your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what either side may state the law to be. You
must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding others. The order in which the
instructions are given has no significance as to their relative importance. The law requires that your
decision be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy nor prejudice should
influence you in your deliberations. Faithfol performance by you of these duties is vitrli to the
admmistrntion of justice .
.In detem1ini.ng the facts, you 1m1y consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. This
evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, and any
stipulated or aclrnittecl facts. The production of evidence in court is govemecl by rules of law. At
time~ du1i.ng the t1ial, an objection may be made to a question asked a witness, or to a witness'
answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that 1 arn being asked to decide a particular rule of law.
i\rguments on the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be
considered by you nor affect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a qtiestion or to an
exhibit, the witness may not answer the question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not
attempt to guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit might have shown. Similarly.

1f I tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of your mind, and
not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations.
During the trial. I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which should apply
in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times l will excuse you from the
courtroom so that you can be comfonable while we work out any problems.

lns-fr-ucl1o'ns --b--the Jury -5

You are not to
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speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary from time to time and help the t1ial run
more smoothly.
Some of you have probably heard the te1ms "circumstantial evidence," "direct evidence" and
"hearsay evi_dence." Do 11ot be concerned with these tem1s. You are to consider al I. the evidence
,1dmitted in this trial.
However, the Iaw does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole judges of the
facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you attach to it.
There is no magical
formula bv- which one mav., evaluate testimonv.
.,_
- You brim! with -vou to
'

'-

this courtroom all of the experi.ence and background of your rives. In your everyday affairs you
dete1111 ine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe. and how much weight you attach to
wl1at yo LL are told. The same considerations that you use in your everyday dealings in making these

decisions are the considerations which you should apply in yom deliberations.
In deciding what vou believe, do not make yoLLr decision simply because more witnesses
may have testified one way than the other. Your job is to think about the testimony of each wimess
you heard and decide how much you believe of what he or she had to say.
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give his or her opinion on
that matter.

In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider the

qualifications and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for his or her opinion
not bound by such opinion. Give it tbe weight, if any, to which you deem it entitled.

You

11-e

INSTRUCTION NO

:{'

Du1ing your deliberations,you will be entitled to have with you my instructions concerning
the I.aw that applies to this case, the exhibits that have been admitted into evidence, and any notes
taken by you in the comse of the t1ial proceedings.
Du1ing the course of this trial, the judge; the law clerk, and perhaps tl'ie deputy court clerk
will be using computers and taking notes. This is standard comt room procedure and you are not to
either be distracted by this or attempt to infer anything from any such activity.

If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you th,1t lam inclined to fovor
the claims or position of any party, you will not pe1111it yourself to be influenced by any sucb
suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor will I intend to intimate, any opinion as lo
which witnesses are or are not wmiby of belief; what facts are o.r are not established: or what
inferences should be drawn from the evidence. If any expression of mine seems to i.nclicate an
opinion relating to any of these matters, I instruct you to disregard it

INSTRUCTION NO

jz_

Do not concern yourselfwjth the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject must not .in
any way affect your verdict. If you find .the defendant guilty, it
appropriate penalty or punishment.

will be my duty to determine the

I

;·
f

,/

INSTRUCTION NO.

1

We \!Viii work on the case and on trial as much as possible. Sometimes delays
occur. however, through nobody's fault. Witnesses may be delayed .in getting to court
There may be times when you are sitting in the jury room not heaing evidence, but that
does not mean that we have forgotten you or that the court is not busy.

. INSTRUCTION NO.

5s

If yon wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. lf you do take
notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the jury rnom to decide
the case. Yoll should not let note-taking distract yoLt so that you do not hear other answers by
witnesses. When you leave at night, please leave your notes in the jury room.
[f you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said and not be
,Jwrly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign to one person the duty
of takicg notes for all of you.

;J.75

. INSTRUCTION NO.

_jj

It is imp01iant that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following instructions at
any time you leave the jury box, ,;vhether it be for recesses of the court during the day ol· when you
I.eave the comtroom to go ho111e at night
First, do not talk about this case either among yourselves or with anyone else during the
course of the trial. In fairness to the defendant and to the state of Idaho, you should keep an open
111ind throughout tl1e trial and not form or express an opinion about the case. You should only re,tch
your decision after you have beard all the evidence, after you have heard my final i.nstruction and
at1er the final arguments. You may discuss this case with the other members of the jury only alter it
is submitted to you for your decision. i\Jl suob. discussion should take place in the jury room.
Second, do not let any person tallc about this case in your presence. If anyone does talk
about it. tell them you are a juror on the case. If they won't stop talking, report that to the bailiff as
soon as you are abl.e to do so. You should not tetl any of your fellow jurors about what has
happened.
Third, during this trial do not talk with any of the parties, their lawyers or any witnesses. Bv
this. I mean not only do not talk about the case, but do not talk at all, even to pass the time o Cday.
ln no other way can all parties be assured of the fairness they are entitled to expect from you as
Jurors.
Fourth, during this trial do not make any investigation of this case or inquirv outside ol' the
courtroon1 on yottr own. Do not go to any place mentioned in the testimony without an. explicit
order from me to do so. You must not consult any books, dictionaries, encyclopedias or any other
suurce of inli)rrnation unless l specifically authorize you to do so.

Fifth, do not read about the case in the newspapers. Do not listen to radio or television
broadcasts about the t1ial. You must base your verdict solely on what is presented in court and not
upon any newspaper, radio, television or other account of what may have happened.

INSTRUCTION NO.

/O

You have now heard all the eviden<;e in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to the law.
You must follow

aH the rules as I explain them to you.

You may not follow some and

ignore others. Even if you disagree or don't understand the reasons for some oftbe rules, you are
bound to follow them.

INSTRUCTION NO.

f(

As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those facts
to the law that I have given you. You are to decide the facts from all the evidence presented in
the case.
The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1.

sworn testimony of witnesses;

2.

exhibits which hai;e been admitted into evidence; and

3.

any facts to which the parties have stipulated.

· Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including:
l.

arguments and staten'Jents by lawyers. Tbe ·1awyers are not
witnesses. What they say in their opening statements,
closing arguments ancl at other times is inciuded to help you
inte1vret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as
you remember them differ from the way the lawyers have
stated them, follow your memory;

2.

testimony that has been excluded or st1icken, or which you
have been instructed to disregard;

3.

anyihing you may have seen or heard when the court was
not in session.

INSTRUCTION NO. _

_,_(_2_

' are the sole judges of the credibility of the witnesses, of the weight of the evidence,
You

and of the facts, aU in this case. In weighing the testimony of such witnesses and detern1ining
their credibility, you should consider their opportunity for seeing, knowing or hearing the things
about which they testified, their demeanor and conduct while on the witness stand, their interest
or lack of il1terest in the case, their bias or prejudice, if any has been shown, and any other
circumstances shown in the testimony v1hich, in your judgment, affects their credibility.

INSTRUCTlON NO.

_1_3__

,

A defendant in a crirninal trial has a constitutional right not to be compelled to testify.
The decision whether to testify -is left to the defendant, acting with the advice and assistance of
the defendant's lawyer.

You must not draw any inference of guilt from the fact that the

d.efendant does not testify, nor should this fact be discllssed by you or enter into your
deliberations in any way.

INSTRUCTION NO._(_"'_

It is alleged that the c1ime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If you
fiml the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that precise
date.

5_

INSTRUCTION NO. _ _
I
A defendant in

a criminal

action is presumed to be irmocent. This presumption plctces

upon the state the burden of proving the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Thus, a
defencl.m1t, althOligh accused, begins the ttial with a clean state with no evidence against the
defendant.

If, after considering all the evidence and my instructions on the law, you have a

reasonable doubt as to the defendant's guilt, you must return a verdict of not guilty.
Reasonable doubt is defined as follows: It is not mere possible doubt, because everything
relating to human affairs, and depending on moral evidence, is open to some possible or
imaginary doubt. It is the state of the case which, after the entire comparison and consideration
of all the evidence, leaves the minds of the.jurors

in that conditio11 that they camot say they feel

an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty, of the truth of the charge.

······-····

·--------

I(,

INSTRUCTION NO. -'-----In order for the defendant to be guilty of Kidnapping, the state must prove each of the
follow.ing:
l. .

On or about the 10th Day of April, 2006

2.

in the County of Blaine, State of!daho

3.

the defendant ROBERT
enticed away, or detained

4.

a child tmder the a.ge of 16 years

5.

with the intent to keep or conceal the cl1ild
from his custodial parent.

SON Jr. Jed, took,

If any of the above has not bee21 proved beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find
the defendm1t not g,tilty. If each of the 8.bove has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt. you
must find the defendant guilty.

INSTRUCTION NO.

_{_f___

l hereby advise you, the jury, to find the defendant not guilty, and acquit him, on the
charge of kidnapping_ You are not reqaired to follow my instruction to you in

-----

reg,trd_

--------- - ---------- ----------------- - ----------~-------------------- --------------- ------------------- ------------------ ---- ---------

_, ___ _

INSTRUCTION NO.

----

If" your unanimous verdict is that the defendant is not guilty of Kidnapping in the second
degree, you must acquit the defendant of that charge. In that event, you must next consider the
lesser. included offense ofEnticing of Children.

INSTRUCTION NO. _ _
\,~_

ll1 order for the defendant to be guilty of Enticing of Children, the state must prove each
of the following:
1.

On or about April 10, 2006

2.

tn the County of Blaine, State ofidabo

3.

the defendant ROBERT JOE HARRISON, Jr.,

4.

did attempt to persuacle, or did persuade, whether by words or actions or both,

).

a minor chil.d under the age of sixteen (16) years to enter a vehicle,

6.

while tbe defendant did not have auth01ity of the custodial parent of the child,

d!llli\lor the state of Idaho or 1Jolitical subdivision thereof, •for did not have legal
custody of the minor child.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find
the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you
rn ust find the defendant guilty.

INSTRUCTION NO.

f0

If it becomes necessary drning your deliberations to communicate with me, you may selld
a note signed by one or more of you to the bailiff. You should not try to com11rnnicate with me
by any means other than such a note. During your deliberations, you are never to reveal to
anyone how the jury stands on any of the questions before you, numerically or othe1,vise, unless
req Ltested to do so by me.

INSTRUCTION NO.

J. \

--"-----'---

You have been instructed as to ail the rules of law that may be necessary for you to reach
a verdict. Whether some of the instructions apply will depend upon your cletern1ination of the
facts .. You wiJl ·disregard any instruction which applies to a state of facts which you determine
does not exist YoLt must not conclude from the fact that an instruction has been given that the
Comt is expressing any opinion as to the facts.

INSTRUCTION NO.

_L-_t-_

I have outlined for you the rnles of law applicable to this case and have told you of some
of the matters which you may consid':'r in weighing the evidence to detem1ine the facts. In a few

minutes counsel will present tbeir closing remarks to you, and then you will retire to the jury
room for your deliberations.
The arguments and statements of the attorneys are not evidence. If you remember the
facts differently from the way the attorneys have stated them, you should base yom decision on
what you remember.
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of your deliberations are important. It
is rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression of your opinion on the
case or to state how you intend to vote. When you do that at the beginning, yout· sense of pride
may be aroused, and you may hesitate to change your position even if shown that it is wrong.
Remember that you are not partisans or advocates, but are judges. For you, as for me, there can
be no triumph except in the asce1iainment and declaration of the truth.
As jmors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before making
your inc!iviclual decisions. You may fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all of the evidence

-

vou have seen and heard in this cou1iroom about this case, together wirh the la,v tbat relates to

,

this case as contained in these instructions.
During your deliberations, you eacb bave a right to re-examine your own views ancl
- ----- __Gllctng~ vour- opinion. You s_bot_rld only do so i(you are convinced by fair and_Jl_()ne9j discussion
that your original opinion was incorrect basecl upon the evidence tbe jury saw and heard dllring

the trial and the law as given you in these instructions.
C:onsult with one another: Considet each other's views, and deliberate with the objeciive
of reachjng an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual Judgment. Each of
you must'decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only after a discussion and
consideration of the c·ase with your fellow jurors.
However, none of you should sunender your honest opinion as to the weight or effect of
evidence or as to the im1ocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority of the jury feels
otherwise or for the pu11Jose ofretuming a unanimons verdict.

INSTRUCTION NO.

_2_)_

Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding juror, who will preside
over your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly; that the issues
submitted for yom decision: are fully and fairly discussed; and that eve1y juror has a chance to
express himself or herself upon each question.

In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all aiTive at a verdict, tlie
· pnosiding juror will sign it and you will return it into open com1.
Your verdict in. this case caimot be an-ived at by chance, by lot, or by compromise.

If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully
discussed the evidence before you, the jury deteimines that it is 11ecessary to communicate with
me, you may send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to me or anvone else how the jury
stands until you have reached a verdict or uniess you are instructed by me to do so.
A verdict fo1111 sLritable to any conciusion you may reach will be submitted to you with
these instructions.

---------------------------------··-··---···-------···--

INSTRUCTION NO. _ __

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAI-:1O, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT JOE H/1.RRISON, Jr,

Case No. CR-06-1102

)

).
)

Defendant

We, the Jury, duly empaneied and sworn to try the above entitled action, for our verdict,
unanimously find the defendant ROBERT JOE HARRISON, Jr,
COUNT I
QUESTION NO. 1: Is the defendant Guilty or not Guilty of Kidnapping in the Second

Degree~
Not Guilty

X

Guilty _ __

If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 "GuiJty", then you should simply sign tbe
verdict form and advise the bailiff If yom unanimous verdict is that the defendant is "Not
Guilty" of Kidnapping in the Second Degree, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event,
you must next consider the included offense m Question No. 2.
......Q.UESTION.N0.2:_JsJhe.deJendant ..Guilt)WLNotGuilty.ofEnticin.g.ofCbildren? . .

Not Guilty _ __

Guilty __) { _

2

KEVIN P. CASSIDY, ISBN 3746
THE ROARX LAW FIRM, LLP
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333
TEL: 208/788-2427
FAX: 208/788-3918
Attorney for Defendant Robert Hanison

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR-2006-1102

)

Plaintiff,

MOTION FOR RETUR.c"l
OF PROPERTY

)
)

vs.

)
ROBERT HARRISON,
Defendant.
_____________

)
)
)
)

COMES NOW the Defendant Robert Harrison, by and through. his attorney of
record, Kevin P. Cassidy of the Roark Law Finn and hereby moves this court for release of the
following personal property of Defendant Robert Hanison as listed as follows:
1.

2003

Red

Dodge

Dakota

SXT

Pickup

Truck,

VIN

No.

1D7FL16X33Sl26461, and all contents located therein and located at the Ketchum Police
Depariment Impound Yard, in Ketchum, Idaho.
2.

All personal prope1iy seized from l\!Ir. Hanison's residence at 101 Williams

Street, Ketchtm1, Idaho, more pa1iicularly identified as the contents of Cliff View Apmiment #B:
a.

Personal checkbook;

b.

Idaho Power receipt;

c.

Rental deposit receipt;
MOTION FOR RETURJ.'{ OF PROPERTY - 1

d.

TSA Statement ofEammgs;

e.

Application for Minnesota School Employee Association;

f.

1 set of keys with four (4) keys on ring, one of which is spare truck

g.

2

st

key;
nd

set of keys identified by a key ring membership gold card with

four (4) keys, one .of which is primary
truck key.
.
h.

TI1ree (3) floppy discs;

1.

Computer Towers - CPU ANID K6;

J.

Computer power cord;

k.

Personal Diary, hard cover, of Robert Hanison;

I.

Wl1ite t-shirts and all other clothing of Robert Hanison;

m.

All other personal papers;

n.

All other items of non-evidentiary value which have not been

identified in evidence log.

A-

DATED this ;?5day of September, 2006.

KEVIN P CASSIDY
Attorney for Petitioner Robe1i Hanison

;~~~
-~
;}£,HfMOTION FOR RETlTR1'-J OF PROPERTY - 2

CERTIFICATE QE SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _ _ day of September, 2006, I served a trne and co1Tect
copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) named below in the manner noted:
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney
201 2nd Avenue South
Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
By depositing copies of the same in .the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s).
By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopier number(s): 788-

55.54.

MOTION FOR RETURN OF PROPERTY - 3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
,.,,i,_
--o·~. P.i\·
..
F. ·i~\"""'b.,,'·
~:

STATE OF IDAI-'IO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BL

STATE OF IDAI-'IO,
Plaintiff,
_J

<t

z-

vs.

(0

-

Case No. CR-2006-1102

)
)
)

ORDER FOR RETURN
OF PROPERTY

E

,I

/J;?
- .)

---

Marsi1a Aieman-rt1 C;
e,.,wt EJ!aine qoon

)
)
)

ROBERT HARRISON,

er::

)
)

(/,=,·(

Defendant.

)
)

0
Based upon the Motion of Defendant Robert Harrison and the enumerated list
therein, and there being no objection by the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, and good
cause appeaiing therefore;
IT IS I-fEREBY ORDERED that the following personal propert-J shall be
irn111ecliately released to J\;fr. Robert Hanison upon presentment of a copy of this order:

-1.

2003

Red

Dodge

Dakota

SXT

Pickup

Truck,

VIN

No.

1D7FL16X33S126461, and all contents located therein and located at the Ketchum Police
Department Impound Yard, in Ketchum, Idaho.
2.

AU personal prope1iy seized from Mr. Harrison's residence at 101 'Williams

Street, Ketchum, Idaho, more particularly identified as the contents of Cliff View Apaiiment #B:
a.

Personal checkbook;

b.

Idaho Power receipt;

c.

Rental deposit receipt;

d.

TSA Statement of Earnings;
ORDER FOR RETURN OF PROPERTY - 1

e.

Application for Minnesota School Employee Association;

f

1st set of keys with four (4) keys on ring, one of which is spare truck

g.

2 nd set of keys identified by a key ri11g membership gold card with

key;

four (4) keys, one of which is prinlary truck key.
h.

Three (3) floppy discs;

1.

Computer Towers - CPU AlvID K6;

J.

Computer power cord;

k.

Persona] Diary, hard cover, of Robert Harrison;

1.

V/hite t-shirts and alJ other clothing of Robert Harrison;

m.

All other personal papers;

n.

All other items of non-evidentiary value which have not been

identified h1 evidence log.
DATED this

:l.~y of September, 2006.

Honorable Robert
Dist1ict Judge

ORDER FOR RETURl"'l OF PROPERTY - 2

CERTIFICATE QF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTJFY that on the df:_ day of September, 2006, I served a tme and con·ect
copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney;<
nd
201 2 Avenue South
Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
Kevin P. Cassidy __,.....The Roark Law Finn, LLP
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83 33 3

By depositing copies of the same i:n the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand delive1ing copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s).
By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopier number(s): 7885554.

CLERK

.J

ORDER FOR RETURl"T OF PROPERTY - 3

360

Ftr:TH Ju •. J14.L 01s1R1c1
BLAINE COUNTY

- _tl·r1
m

K:EVINP. CASSIDY, ISBN 3746

F-

THE ROARK LAW FIRM, LLP
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333

'06 OCT 6 PITT 4

TEL; 208n38..Z427
FAX: 208/788-3918

sn

CLERK OF D!ST,ll.(CT
C_OURT
. (

Attorney for Defendant Robert Harrison
DY ~C!."JPTY f;\.!Z"P.l{

lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE
STATE OF IDARO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLA.TI\JE
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

ROBERT RARK!SON,

____________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2006-1102

MOTION FOR ENTRY OF A .
JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL ON
THE CONVICTION PURSUANT TO
LC.R 29(c)

C01V1ES NOW the Defendant, ROBERT HARRISON, by and through bis attorney
ofrecord, KEVIN P. CASSIDY of the Roark Law Finn, LLP, and hereby moves this court pursuant
to I.C.R. 29(c) for an entry of a judgment of acquittal on the conviction of the misdemeanor charge
of Enticing of Children, Idaho Code Section 18-1509(1)(b).
Oral argument is requested and a Notice of Hearing is filed wifh. this motion.
DATED this

b

day of October, 2006.

'

Attorney for Defendant Robert Harrison

MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL OF THE CONVICTION
PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 29(c) -1

CEETIFJCATE QE SERYICE
I F.lEJIBBY CE'.RTIFY that on the

/4- day of October, 2006, I served a true and correct

copy of the witbiu and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) named below in the manner noted:
Blame County Prosecuting Attorney
20J 2nd Avenue South
Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the

post office at Bailey, Idaho.
Byhfilld delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s).
By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopier number(s): 7885554.

MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL OF THE CO:t'i""VICTION
PD"RSUANT TO I.C.R. 29(c) - 2

FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

\!HI. COUNTY
.:,,4,.,,-.--·-~,."-

KEVINP. CASSIDY, ISBN 3746
TIIE ROARKLAW FIRM, LLP
409 Norl:h Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333
TEL: 208/788-2427
FAX: 208/788-3918

.FTLED

'06 SGT 6 PI:l 4

sn

CLERK Of DiSTjlCT C,OURT

---"'c:&~--<'-9'1 nr=oHTY ~Ll?RK

Attorney ,for Defendant Robert Hani;ion
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
. STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT HARRISON,

)
)

____________

)
)
)

Defendant.

Case No. CR-2006-1102
MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL

CO:MES NOW ihe Defendant, ROBERT HARRISON, by and through his attorney
ofrecord, KEVW P. CASSIDY of ihe Roark Law Finn, LLP, and herebymo-ves this court pursuant
to IC.R. 34 and Idaho Code 19-2406.5 and 6, on the grounds that the oourt has misdirected the jmy
in a matter oflaw, or has erred in a decision of any question oflaw arising during the court of trial;

and/or the verdict is contrary to law or evidence. Further granting of a new trial is required in the
interest of justice.
Oral argument is req~s,d and a Notice ofRearing is filed with this rnotiou.
DATED this

d~er,

2006.

K.EVINP. CASSID
Attorney for Defendant Robert Harrison
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL - 1

CEETIEICATE OF SEBYTCE
I BEREBY CERTIFY that on. the

4-

day of October, 2006, I served a true and coi:rect

copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below in the ruau:uer noted:
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney
201 2" d Avenue South
Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attamey(s).

By telecopying copies of ~ame to said attomey(s) at the tt,;iJ.e,,,e,pii'!f,lin!tID:lber(s): 7885554.

MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL - 2

\_,.
I

FILED~)'" /
NOV - 2 2006

!

Marsha Riemann, cierk· Di"i:}rict
Court Blaine County, idaho

!

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERTHAR~SONJR.,

Defendant.
_____________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-06-1102
STATE'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO
INTRODUCE EXPERT TESTIMONY
AT SENTENCING

Comes now plaintiff State of Idaho, by and through the Blaine County
Prosecuting Attorney's Office and hereby gives notice of the State's intent io introduce
expert testimony by calling Kenneth Lanning at the sentencing hearing in the above
captioned case. Oral argument is requested.

(i,f

Warre~ristiansen
deputy Prosecuting Attorney

STATE'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO INTRODUCE EXPERT TESTIMONY - Page 1
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

/}If./

day of November, 2006, I caused to be
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
served a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Kevin Cassidy, Esq.
Attorney at Law
409 North Main Street
Hailey, ID 83333

_

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delive1·ed
_ 9-J;ernight Mail
-~-T
Teelecopy

~

Jani's ,rson, Legal Secretary
I

STATE'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO INTRODUCE EXPERT TESTIMONY - Page 2

i h l /\ !
i

/

i \: r~,. L..

FILED~
NOV - 2

~.~~~

Marsha Riemann, Clerk District
Court Blaine County, idaho

Jim J. Thomas, ISBN 4415
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
Telephone: (208) 788-5545
Fax: (208) 788-5554

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CR 06-1102
0

STATE'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME
FOR NOTICE OF HEARING

vs.
ROBERT HARRISON JR.,
Defendant.

Plaintiff State of Idaho moves the Court pursuant to Rule 45, Idaho Criminal
Rules, for its order shortening the time for service of notice of hearing on its Motion to
Introduce Expert Testimony at Sentencing filed herein.

STATE'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
.

/

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ,.J
day of November, 2006, I caused to be
served a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Kevin Cassidy, Esq.
Attorney at Law
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333

_

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_
9vernight Mail
i-1/Telecopy

Janis N'~lsfn, Legal Secretary

STATE'S MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 2

NOV/02/2006/THU 05: 5! PM

FAX No. 208 7PP 39!8

THE ROARK LAW f!RM

P. 00 l/002

KEVIN P. CASSIDY, ISBN 3746
THE ROARK LAW FIRM, LLP
409 North Main Street ·
Hailey, Idaho 83333
TEL: 208/788-2427
FAX: 208/788-3918
Attorney for Defendant Robert Harrison

IN TIIB DISTRICT COURT OF TIIB FIFTIJ: JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN .b,ND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAJNE
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT HARRISON,
Defendant.
____________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2006-1102

DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION
TO MOTION FOR ORDER
SHORTENING TIME

COivlES NOW the Defendant Robert Harrison, by and tm:ough his attorney of
record, Kevin. P. Cassidy of The Roark Law Finn, LLP and hereby OBJECTS to Plaintiffs
Motion to Shorten Time in which to introduce expert testimony at sentencing. This basis for this
objection is that Defendant has no information what this individual is going to testify to and
Defendant has a right to this information.

Furthermore, this information has never been

produced in discovery and therefore we even object to the admissibility of it by the court.
Additionally, the Defendant is entitled to be present at this hearing.·
Oral argument is requested.

DATED this ~ a y ofNoverober, 200'6.

DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR ORDER SHORTENIN

NOV/02/2006/THU 05: 52 PM

THE RrlARK LAW FIRM

P. 002/002

FAX No. 208 7P 0 3918

CEHTIIDCAIE OE SERVICE

/) tJ{_

I HEREBY CERTJFY that on the ..Di..,__ day ofNovember, 2006, I served a true and correct
copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) named below in the manner noted:
Blaine County Prosecuting Attomey
201 2nd Avenue South
Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand delive1ing copies of the same to the office of the attorney(s).
By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopi
5554.

number(s): 788-

DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR ORDER SHORTENING TIME-2

3/IJ

I M) hN~V - 3 2=~~_J
rs a

temann, Clerk District

, Court Blaine County, Idaho

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

Case No. CR-06-1102

STATE OF IDAHO,

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
SHORTEN TIME

Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT HARRISON, JR,

Defendant.

The Court, having considered the motion to shorten time for notice of hearing
filed herein, and good cause appearing therefor, hereby grants said motion, and orders
that the hearing be heard before the Court as set forth in the State's or the Clerk's
notice of hearing filed herein.
DATED this

J

-ft-

day of November, 2006.

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME - Page 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2J

day of November, 2006, I caused to be
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
served a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following:
Blaine County Prosecuting
Attorney's Office
201 2nd Avenue S., Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
Kevin Cassidy, Esq.
Attorney at Law
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333

_
_
_

7

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

_

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
-'-/Overnight Mail
_iL Telecopy

Deputy Clerk

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME - Page 2

Date: 11/6/2006

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

Time: 03:56 PM

Minutes Report

User: TRACY

Case: CR-2006-0001102

Page 1 of 5

Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items
Hearing type:

Motion for Expert

Minutes date:

11/06/2006

Assigned judge

Robert J. Elgee

Start time:

09:00 AM

Court reporter:

Sue Israel

End time:

0900 AM

Minutes clerk:

Tracy Holz

Audio tape number: 077/078

Prosecutor:

Jim Thomas

Defense attorney: Kevin P. Cassidy

Tape Counter: 910

Ct reviews file, State has filed motion to shorten time and expert for sentencing, the court
requires the State to provide the information to the defense regarding the expert
Mr. Cassidy provides the Bailiff a fax from the Prosecutor's office to hand to the court
Ct reviews fax
Ct comments on and reads portion of the faxed letter dated 11-3-06, will listen to argumenl

Court Huu,ctes-1

3/3

Date: 11/6/2006

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

Time: 03:56 PM

Minutes Report

Page 2 of 5

User: TRACY

Case: CR-2006-0001102
Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 913

State comments on reasons for needing this expert at sentencing, lives in Washington
and will provide experience in the field, is just requesting he testify at sentencing to render
opinion in tr,is area
Ct questions as to what the expert will testify
State responds general experience in cases similar to this one, victims being released and
what can happen to them after
Ct questions evidence being testified on with examples
State expert will compare this case to other national cases, the Ct has done this before
with other types of cases such as DUl's and battery
Ct questions United States Supreme Court case that cites jury finding beyond a
reasonable doubt, does not recall the name of the case, discusses examples which apply
to this case law, being sentenced for something the defendant was not convicted of, fairly
clear error and reversible error
State responds difference between kidnapping and enticing is being away from parental
view, does not see a problem with this expert testifying, up to 1 year maximum sentence
could apply
Ct reviews ID Code 1509, reads portion of the Code, 6 months and up to $1000 fine,
second conviction can carry up to 5 years
State thought it was 1 year
Ct responds it has not been amended

Court ~~es-a

3/lf

Date: 11/6/2006

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

Time: 03:56 PM

Minutes Report

User: TRACY

Case: CR-2006-0001102

Page 3 of 5

Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items
Tape Counter: 921

Ct comments can make argument as to what the State believes happened, questions
what the expert in his opinion would testify to except for statistical details
State responds did not know what would have happened
Ct comments the evidence does not point to what the intent was
State responds did not have to prove intent at the trial, this is not the topic today, just
requesting this expert which is within the State's right, wants permission before flying the
expert out from Washington
Ct responds relating statements made by the defendant or relate any facts of the case
and draws conclusion as to purpose
State responds not the reason for testimony, will not do that
Ct comments on relevancy of this testimony of this expert
State comments will always be cases that are appealed, this one may or may not, expert
to compare facts only, not to provide opinion as to what the defendant was going to do,
rules of evidence do not apply

Tape Counter: 927

Tape Counter: 938

Ct responds rules of evidence don't apply but the Constitution does
Ct comments cannot point to facts or opinions not found by the jury, even an opinion that
applies nationally may not apply here
Mr. Cassidy responds to argument, questions staying away from propensity to re-offend,
Mr. Kenneth V. Lanning is a child abduction/molestation investigative expert, the letter
supplied from the State was general, assumes an opinion will be provided from this expert
as to re-offending, if not then what is the relevance for him to testify in the first place, now
they are trying to expand what this expert will say by comparing with other cases, appears
to be an attempt to remove province of the sentencing Judge and use potentially
Unconstitutional means in this court, objects to this experts testimony, only heard about
this a few days ago, understands the State wanting permission so not a waste of funds,
Rule 29 motion and motion for new trial is to be heard later this week, this may be a mute
issue
Ct will research law and get back with counsel as soon as possible
Recess

Court MUU-d:eS - 3
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Date: 1116/2006

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

Time: 03:56 PM

Minutes Report

Page 4 of 5

User: TRACY

Case: CR-2006-0001102
Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 233

Back on the record
Ct has made decision on this mornings motion for calling the expert to testify at the
sentencing, not as simply as yes or no, cites Blakely v Washington U.S. Supreme Court
ruling mentioned this morning, comments on examples for this case law, concern is
sentencing the defendant on what we did not know and the jury did not find instead of
what was found at trial, intrudes on Blakely v Washington case law

Tape Counter: 246

State responds the seems to believe sentencing is based on what the jury found
Ct responds and the criminal history would be taken into consideration
State does not see any purpose to call the expert based on the court's comments, already
told the court the expert would relate case to national model only, not base opinion on casE
Ct having problems with what the expert will say

Tape Counter: 250

State more along the lines empirical data sentence
Ct questions cannot counsel argue this without expert
State always consider defendants intentions at sentencing
Ct agrees, but if speculation then argument would be sufficient
State issue today was to call expert to add credibility on intent, can argue without expert if
necessary
Ct takes a moment to consider, questions expert testimony statistically and percentage
wise relating to this case
Mr. Cassidy comments intent on keeping from parental view, testimony is something the
jury did not use to come to their verdict.
·
Ct questions relating enticement with kidnapping
State disagrees, educating the court in statistical analysis, kidnapping is mute, not
equating to a charge, equating to what could have happened

3/&

Date: 11/6/2006

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

Time: 03:56 PM

Minutes Report

Page 5 of 5

User: TRACY

Case: CR-2006-0001102
Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 256

Mr. Cassidy comments would be speculation
State questions how speculation is inadmissible at sentencing
Ct responds any guess is as good as another when it comes. to intent, speculation on
intent falls under the Blakely case law, has no problem with the State testifying on national
statistics as considered argument, has a problem with what might have happened,
concerned if case would come back for re-sentencing
Recess

Cou.rt Hl)'1LJ..te.S -5
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Date: 11/9/2006

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

Time: 11 :45 AM

Minutes Report

User: TRACY

Case: CR-2006-0001102

Page 1 of 3

Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items
Hearing type:

Motion for New Trial/Entry of Judgment Aquit

Minutes date:

11/08/2006

Assigned Judge:

Robert J. El gee

Start time:

01 00 PM

Court reporter:

Sue Israel

End time:

01 00 PM

Minutes clerk:

Tracy Holz

Audio tape number: D78

Prosecutor:
Jim Thomas
Defense attorney: Kevin P. Cassidy

Tape Counter: 102

Ct reviews file

Tape Counter: 114

Mr. Cassidy explains reasons for motions, will reference Instruction 16 on kidnapping and
Instruction 17 on acquittal instruction on the kidnapping charge, refers to Id Code
18-1509, State v Beslin 1911 case, earliest child enticement case, Idaho Sessions Law
language 1985 chapter 81 page 156, no change since e.nacted in 1985, State v Sindak
1989 case, issue of intent, 3 separate ways of child enticement, section C has language of
intent, dicta or binding ruling appellate case law, Justice Shepard Sindak void for
vagueness, present day language of ID Code 18-1509 was quoted in it's entirety in
Sindak, courts opinion regarding definition of "home," 18-1509 not void for vagueness,
refers to ID Code 18-1509(A) and intent, provides hypothetical neighbor child offer of ride
home
the language under (C) should have been heard by the jury, and apply to all the Statutes
Ct interjects hide or conceal from parents is the language for kidnapping, this is child
concealment from public view acting without authority, these are different, cannot be lose
with this language
Mr. Cassidy continues regarding misdemeanor versus felony, under (A), (B) and (C) and
the slight differences in the language
Ct advises does not need to evaluate Statute in the abstract, consensual examples do not
apply here
Mr. Cassidy comments on Justice Shepard's interpretation being the intent language
applying to subsection A, key elements in regards to intent, State v Critoria 2002 case

.
- l
Court: H Ui.,Ul:eS

Date: 11/9/2006

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

Time: 11 :45 AM

Minutes Report

Page 2·of 3

User: TRACY

Case: CR-2006-0001102
Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 122

Ct comments Sindak reviewed before trial, can be viewed as dicta, Justice Shepard's
comment was dicta, concealment from public view, legislature could make determinations
based on the way a child is concealed by public view, does not add much to A or 8, B
stands apart so language put in C, definition in regards to public view at issue
Mr. Cassidy responds comparing Statute footnote and Justice Shepard's opinion,
subsection C left out
Ct comments on language attempting to persuade child away is subject to penalty of the
law, so not void

Tape Counter: 139

Mr. Cassidy understands the court may disagree and consider this dicta, according to
Shepard's opinion very ambiguous, State v Olson Court of Appeals 2003, Hansell 2005
court of appeals case denied, McNair 2005 court of appeals denied, statutory
interpretation, judgment of acquittai , Grow case 1970, criminal rule 29 not in place at this
time, went into affect 1972 or i973, Huggins cases court of appeals and supreme court
1982 and 1983, Bannion 1988 case
over 100 cases on Westlaw with difference with what this court must do and what has
been done, evidence on material element, offers all with request the court consider taking
them under advisement for a better understanding, would agree to continue sentencing for
the court to review case law and motion under advisement
Ct question revisiting the whole issue, questions granting rule 29 and misdemeanor
instruction to the jury, now asking judgment of acquittal on enticement charge

Tape Counter: 153

Mr. Cassidy responds rule 29 acquittal means the State is out of luck, recent case states
the State can appeal granting a rule 29 for new trial, asking to acquit defendant on the
enticement charge and grant 29 (C) for acquittal or a new trial in the alternative,
comments on facts of this case and the relevance for motions
Ct comments jury was given instructions on both
Mr. Cassidy comments jury heard the same testimony as the court did, asking for new trial
with the instructions and elements, request the defendant be acquitted on enticement Title
19, 2406 grounds for new trial under subsections 5 and 6
Ct advises the State no need to argue this
Ct denies motion for acquittal of judgment rule 29, witnesses overall competent, victim
testimony was competent, agreed with the jury's verdict on the misdemeanor charge,
would be a gross error granting rule 29

319

Date: 1 ·1 /9/2006

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

Time: 11:45 AM

Minutes Report

User: TRACY

Case: CR-2006-0001102

Page 3 of 3

Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items
Tape Counter: 202

State responds to argument, difficult to argue when only received case law from counsel
last night, '911 case and chi id stealing does not apply and is not on the books, Sindak is
· dicta, can interchange wording, not over broad not vague, the court did not err in
instruction to jury, requests court deny motion for new trial
Mr. Cassidy comments on the late hour to provide czse law, is willing to allow the State
more time for review and apologizes, not giving up void for vagueness argument
Ct advises State would probably not benefit with having more time, comments on case law
cited, adding intent to A and B does not add much, the way the Statute is written and
printed has to do witl1 its construction, intent only with subsection C
Motion denied
Recess

KEVINP. CASSIDY,ISBN3746
TEE ROARK LAW FIRM, LLP
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333
TEL: 208/788-2427
FAX: 208/788-3918 .
Attorney for Defendant Robert Hm:rison

IN TIIB DISTRICT COURT OF TEE FIF11-I JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, ill AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT HARPJSON,
Defendant.
____________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2006-1107
MOTION FOR STAY OF
EXECUTION OF SENTENCE
Al"ID REQUEST FOR RELIEF
PENDING RE"VIEW

CO!VIES NOW the Defendant, ROBERT HARRISON, by and through his attorney
ofrecord, KEVIN P. CASSIDY of the Roark Law Firm, LLP, and hereby moves this court pursuant
to LC.R. 38(b)(c) to stay execution of sentence of jail and/or fines pending appeal of this matter.
This motion is further based upon Idaho Appellate Rule 13(c)(7)(8), which gives the District Court

in criminal actions the power and authority to rule upon detennination of a stay of execution of
judgment pending appeal.
Defendant also requests an Order Shorte11:ing Time in which to hear this motion.
Oral argurnent is requested and a Notice of Hearing is filed witb this motion.

lYIOTION FOR STAY OF E)IBCUTION OF SENTENCE AND REQul'lST FOR RELIEF
PENDillG REVIEW - 1

.

,

.L
I

·.

DATED this/"J dayofNovember,2006.

THE ROARKLAWFIRM, LLP

KEVIN"P. CAS

MOTION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION OF SENTENCE AND REQUEST FOR RELIEF
PENDING REVIEW - 2

CERTIFICAJY. QE REBYTCE
I BER.EBY CERTIFY that on the /

5

dayofNov=ber, 2006,I served a true and correct

copy of the within and :roregoing document upon the at"cOTlley(s) nam.ed below in the manner noted:
Blaine County Prosecuting Attomey
201 :2nd Avenue Sofri:b: .. . ·. · . .
Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333 . ·

By depositing copies of the same in t.1.e United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand defrre1ing copies offhe same to the office of the attomey(s).

By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopier nm:nber(s): 788.5554.

KEVINP. CA;:, ·

)

rvIOTJON FOR STAY OF EXEC1JTION OF SENTENCE A1'ID REQl:JEST FOR RELJEF
PENDING REVIEW· 3

Fi LED

a';P.·.,,,,..,_•""7".~

NOV 152006

KEVINP. CASSIDY, ISBN3746
THE ROARK LAW FIRM, LLP
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333
TEL:. 208/788-2427
FAX: 208/788-3918

Marsha Riemann, Clerk District
Court.13/aine County, Idaho

Attorney forDefen,d3:nt Robert Harrison.
lN TIIB DISTRICT COURT OF TIIB FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN' AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT HARRISON,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)

Case No. CR-2006-1107

AMENDED
MOTION FOR STAY OF
EXECUTION OF SENTENCE
Ai'ID REQUEST FOR RELIEF
PENDJJ.'l"G REV1EW

)

--------~~--->
COMES NOW the Defendant, ROBERT HARRISON, by and through his a1tomey
of record, KEVJN P. CASSIDY of the Roark Law Firm, LLP, and hereby moves this court pursuant
to I.CR. 38(b)(c) to stay execution of sentence of jail arid/or fines pending appeal of this matter.
This motion is further based upon Idaho Appellate Rule 13(c)(7)(8), which gives the District Court
in criminal actions the power and authori1y to rule upon determination of a stay of execution of
judgment of conviction upon appeal to the Supreme Court and the dete1mination of bail pending
appeal.
Oral argument is req11ested and a Notice of Hearing is filed with this motion.

At\1E:NDED MOTION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION OF SENTENCE AND REQUEST
FOR RELIEF PENDING REVIEW - 1

{___

.
. . /~)~'
DATED fuis ~ day ofNovember, 2006,
.

AcvIE:NTIED MOTION FOR STAY OF EXEC1:JTION OF SENTENCE ANv REQUEST
FO:RRELIEF PENDING REVIEW· Z
.

CERTIFJCATE OFSERYTCE

I

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

;,s;ay ofNovember, 2006, I served a true and correct

copy of the within md foregoing document upon. the attorney(s) ruuned beiow in fue mann,:r noted:

B...lai:!le
County Prosecutin.g
Attorney
, ·-·-·na"·"""'"·-- _,,. _____
-·
·
2012 Avenue South
Suite 100

Hailey, Idaho 83333
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho,
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of t'le ai."tomey(s),
By te!ecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the te!ecopier nu:mber(s): 788-

5554.

KEVWP. CASSIDY

J

,-\J\/JENDED MOTION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION OF SENTENCE A.l'\!Tl REQUEST
FOR RELIEF PE1'IDWG REVJEW - 3

KEVIN P. CASSIDY, ISBN 3746
THE ROARK.LAW FIRM, LLP
409 North Ma.in Street

AtfarSha Riemann, Clerk DisMct
. Court.Bfa.ine County, /dah~ ,

Hailey, Idaho 83333

TEL: .208/788-2427.
F&'i:: 208/788-3918
Attorney for Defendant Robert Harrison

lN TIIB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN" AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAJNE
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)

VS.

)
)

ROBERT HARRISON,

____________
Defendant.

)
)

Case No. CR-2006-1102

MOTION FOR WAIVER OF
REPORTER'S FEE FOR
PREPARATlON OF TRANSCRIPTS
AND ·wAIYER OF CX.,ERK'S
PREPARATION OF RECORD

)

COfvlES NOW the Defendant, ROBERT HARRISON, by and through his attorney
of record, KEVIN P. CASSIDY of the Roark Law Firm, LLP, and hereby moves this court for
waiver of reporter's fee for transcript preparation for appeal pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 24( e),
which gives the District Court authority pursuant to I.A. C § 31-3 220 to waive the costs thereof,
Defendant further moves for waiver of the Clerk's fee pursuant to Idaho Appeila:te Rule 27(e),
which also permits the District Court to waive the Clerk's record fee pursuant to I.A.C. § 31-3220.
Oral argument is requested.

DATED this / 5'~November, 2006,
THE ROARK LAYI FIRM, LLP

KE~

MOTION FOR WAIVER OF REPORTER'S FEE FOR PREPARATION OF
TRA,.l\fSCRIPTS AND WAIVER OF CLERIC'S PREPARATION OF RECORD - 1

3J.7

CEBTUITCAIF, QE SEBYfCF, ..
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the -15,_ day of November, 2006, I served a true and correct
copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attomey(s) named below in the manuer noted:
Blzrine-dCounty
Prosecuting Attorney
... . ........ . .
.
.
201 Z' Avenue South ·
Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333

.... ..

By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office oftb'.:l attomey(s).

1/

By te!ecopying copies of same to said attm:ney(s) at the telecopier number(s): 7885554.

KEVIN P. CASSIDY

J

MOTION FOR WAlvER OF REPORTER'S FEE FOR PREPARATION OF
TRANSCRIPTS A.1'/1) WAJVER OF CLERK'S PREPAful,TION OF RECORD - 2

FILEDil;_,., "- , '
KEVINP. CASSIDY,ISBN3746
THE ROARK LAW FIRM, LLP
409 North Ma:in Street
Hailey,Idaho 83333

I NOV 15 W06
Marsha Riemann, Clerk District
Coutt .Blaine Counti;, Idaho

TEL: 208/788-2427
F &"'(: 208/788-3 918
AttomeyforDefendant Robert Harrison

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TI:lE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AJ.'ID FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)

vs.

)
)
)

ROBERT F..ARRISON,

Case No. CR-2006-1107

:MOTION FOR DETERMJNATJON
OF lNDXGENCY At'ID FOR
COURT APPOINTED COUNSEL
ON APPEAL

)

_____________
Defendant.

)
)

COMES NOvil the Defendant, ROBERT HARRISON, by and through his attorney

of record, KEVlli P. CASSIDY of the Roark Law Firm, LLP, and hereby moves this court pu:tsuant
to IC§ 19-852(b)(2), which assures needy persons the right to court appointed counsel on appeal;
and pursuant to I.C. § 198-854 and I.C. § 31-3220, which determines the factors in evaluating a
Defendant's inability to pay.

This motion is based upon the Affidavit of Defendant Robert

Harrison. Further, Defendant requests that the appointment of an attorney to represent him on

appeal, inclLlding all associated expenses of preparation of transcript, court records, etc. be paid for
at county expense or through the Blaine County District fund.

MOTION FOR DETER1vJINATION OF lNDIGENCY AND FOR COURT APPO]J\ITED
COUNSEL ON APPEAI - 1

DATED tbfa /

L
"5day

ofNovember, 2006.

.

MOTION FORDETER.\lINATIO:!{ OF :fr.IDIGENCY A1'ID FOR COl'RT APPOIN"TED
COUNSEL ON APPEAL- I
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CE:BTJFTCATE QF SEEYICF
I EEREBY CERTIFY that on the /

~ ofNovember, 2006, I served a

true a.ti.d correct

copy of the within and foregoing document npon the a:ttomey(s) :uamed oelow in the mm:mer noted:
Blaine Cottnty Prosecuting Attorney
201 ;2"0 Aveoiie South · ·· · · · ·
Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333 ·

By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s).

By telecopyi.ng copies of same to said attorney(s) at the telecopier number(s): 7885554.

)

MOTION FOR DET.ER!vJJNATION OF l)\,'J)IGENCY At'-JD FOR COURT APPOJNTED
COUNSEL ON APPEAL - 3
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FILED p:
KEVINP. CASSIDY,ISBN3746
TilE ROARX LAW FIRM, LLP
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333
TEL: 208/788-2427
FAX: 208/788-3918

NOV 15 2006
Marsha Riemann, Clerk District
Court .Blaine County, Idaho

Attorney for Defendant RCJ bei:t Harrison
JN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TilE.

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TBE COUNTY OF BLAINE

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)

vs.
ROBERT HARl'USON,
Defendant
____________

State ofIDAHO
Coll.nty ofBla:ine

)
)
)

Case No. CR-2006-1107

)

AFFIDAYIT IN SUPPORT OF

)
)
)
)
)
)

INDIGENCY OF ROBERT

HARRISON

ss

I, ROBERT HARRlSON, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows:
1.

I am the crimmal Defendant convicted of misdemeanor Cbild Enticement, IC. § 18-

1509, and have been so convicted in the above captioned case in Blaine Co1ll1ty, Idaho.
2.

As a result of this prosecution and convi~tion, I have lost my employment with TSA

and am unable to find other gainful employment. From August 1 through November 5 of 2006, I
have made a total of $1,052.38, working p1+marily as day laborer and some part time work as a
security guard.

This averages out to approximately $95.67 a week income.

Of that I use

AF'FIDAVIT IN SUPPORT Il' INDIGENCY OF ROBERT HARRISON - 1

approximately $40.00 a week to feed myself, anoiher $15.00 to $20.00 a week for foe!, and another
$36.00 a month for a credit card payment I do not own a home or any real property or even a car,

and since my release from cu,stody on June 5, 2006, I have been living with my pastor and tried to
give> him whatever I can afford for a place to sleep and use of a bathroom.

3.

My w/fe has divoroed me dui::ing the pendency of this trial and r ha.ve 110 property

- other than a duftle bag of clothing and have no money in cash or in checking accounts other than .
what I've described above,
4.

I have no dependents.

5.

I believe after conferring with my attorney I believe I have legitimate issues that are

appropriate fo:r address by the Appellate Court and there is nothing in this appeal in my discussion
with my attomey that is eitl1er frivolous or malicious in nature.
6.

fu addition to being unable to afford au ai'tomey, I also am utterly unable to pay for

any of ilie associated expenses of appeal.
FURTI-:IER YOUR AFFIA1'IT SAYETH NOT.
DATED iliis

J5- day ofNovember, 2006.
RobertHam'
..___/

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this __jJ_ day ofNovember, 2006.

NOTARY PUBLIC in/fortlle State of Tc! a,b,D
Residing:

l,.\o_,1... l "1<...j

Co=ission Expires: _

~"'----'l+t-----

_1..l--'....,L;\

AFFIDAVII IN S'l:JPPORT ff INDIGENCY OF ROBERT HARRJSON - 2
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CERTIFICATE, QF SEBYICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _d~November, 2006, I served a true and correct .
copy of the within arni foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:

Blaine County Prosecuting
Attorney
' ,. . --

' "' ..... " .. l'td'" .,.. '" ,. ' "" '"'"' .. --··----

201 2 Avenue South
. Suite 100
Railey, Idaho 83333

By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand delivering copies of the sa:iue to the office of the attorney(s).
By te]ecopying copies of sa:iue to said attomey(s) at the te]ecopier munber(s): 7885554.

KEVINP.

AFFIDAv1T 1N SUPPORT IF D'TDIGENCY OF ROBERT HARRISON· 3

User: TRACY

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

Date: 1'1/1512006
.TJme.: 04:06 PM.

Minutes Report
Case: CR-2006-0001102

Page 1 of 2

Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items
Hearing type:

Motion for Stay Execution/Req for Relief

Minutes date:

11/15/2006

Assigned judge:

Robert J. Elgee

Start time:

02:00 PM

Court reporter:

Sue I.srael

End time:

02:00 PM

Minutes clerk:

Tracy Holz

Audio tape number: 079

Prosecutor:

Jim Thomas

Defense attorney: Kevin P. Cassidy

Tape Counter: 203

Ct reviews file, sentencing also set for today
State comments on recommendation, impose sentence with credit for time served,
defendant found guilty by juny, court has options regarding sentence, questions motifs of
the defendant, intent unknown, defendant had some sinister intent that day, illogical to
believe othenwise, not a candidate for probation, maximum penalty should be imposed,
this is a misdemeanor, roughly 4 months left on jail time with the credit for time served,
reads a letter from the Garcia family, approaches and provides the letter for the court,
would like it as part of the record
No Objections, would like the Spanish letter also included
Ct will staple together
Marked and admitted as State's Exhibit A

Tape Counter: 210

State has nothing further
Mr. Cassidy requests the evidence be reviewed by the court, Tewhill case, consider ID
Code 19-2521, State has insinuated a sinister intent, it was not a 1st degree kidnapping
charge and was not supported in the evidence, also was not an attempted 1 st degree
kidnapping, defendant has no prior criminal histony, has spent 56 days in jail already, has
appeared when requested for all hearings, is not a threat to society, no sexual misconduct
of any kind, requests the court sentence defendant to time served of 56 days

Court Huiu.1:-es- l
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Date: 11/15/2006

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

.Time: .. 04:06 PM ..

User: TRACY

Minutes Report

Page 2of2

Case: CR-2006-0001102
Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 214

Defendant speaks on his own behalf, request the court to consider his attorneys
recommendations
Ct difficult to categorize this case in any particular fashion, fair to say wide differences of
opinion regarding motives, jury convicted defendant on the proper charge, difference
between felony kidnapping and misdemeanor enticing is whether the state has proof of
intent to conceal from parent of guardian, intent is open to wide speculation, must be
proven beyond a reasonable doubt this issue, State's evidence showed sufficient evidence
as to the misdemeanor charge, does not show the intent to keep or conceal from parent
or guardian, must be more than temporary concealment, victim stated he was in the car
approximately 7 minutes, evidence demonstrated something other than kidnapping, left it
with the jury that they could disregard, the end verdict was the jury's verdict, question still
remains as to the motive which we will never know, does not lessen the seriousness just
means we are guessing, sentencing is based on what defendant has been convicted of,
comments on appropriate sentence, understands what counsel has argued, advises the
defendant that a second charge is a felony in Idaho, 6 months county jaii, 56 days credit
for time served, no fine imposed, must pay court cost $72.50, jail term to commence
immediately
Mr. Cassidy's motions to be heard after appeal is filed

Tape Counter: 229

Ct can set bond
State questions no motion to shorten time filed, requests the $500,000 bond that was
originally set
Mr. Cassidy comments has all the paperwork for appeal ready, is able to, can serve Ms.
Israel with the request for transcripts now, defendant has nothing, has lost everything, only
makes $90 a week as day laborer, requests low bond be set, bond was reduced before, if
a high bond he will be incarcerated while awaiting appeal, requests waiver of extradition
and a $1000-$5000 bond, misdemeanors are not accepted by the public defenders office
Ct original bond was $500,000 bond for original charge, was not convicted on that charge,
defendant lives out of state, must be remanded into custody and file the appeal, sets bond
in the amount of $5000 after appeal filed, other bond is exonerated
Recess·
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Fifth Judicial District Court;.State oficiah() . ·.
In and For the County ofBlain·e · · ·

STATE OF IDAHO VS
ROBERt JOE HARRISON JR••

. ·1=0~

.f:~i!_~~

S
- DL#
_
.
DO_B
AGENCY: IDAHO STATE POLICE DEPT
CASE# · CR-2006-0001102 CITATION#
CHARGE: Il8~4503, Kidnapping-second Degree
AMENDED: 118-1509 M Children-enticing Of

Martth(;I HIF,marm, Clerk District

---.,l:JfJ,Y/!J#!!f!Y!..9.0unty. _Idaho

[] explained by counsel
[ J advised at prior proceeding
Counsel:
[] waived
[ J REPRESENTED BY: _' _', [J waived right tojury_triaJ; COllfJ:'.9J1tJ'.()r9s_s~exan1ine/su,~pq_~pa, y,ritness~~; gg~ips_t ~elf~J11cr,irI1i_J11l,tj!)I1.
tlr]..iidvised of ma,'{imum and· m_inimum penalties, inc!udi_ng possible enhancements.

DEFENDANT'S RIGHTS: IPS,e~plained by Court
l.

2.
3.

-------:-----:c-:-c~----~---------

PROCEDURE:

[ ] Guilty Plea

JUDGMENT:

[ J Withheld, terminating:__________

MONIES DUE:

t{Fine/Fixed Pen.alty $.
_
~Suspended$ ·
.0
~ourt Costs$
1'i:".'~jd, ~.,o J!.
[] Bond Forfeit$_ _ _ _ __
l] Public Defender$ .,..
[]Other$
[] Restitution per attached Order or if requested by State within _ _ days.
[] JJayment Arrangements to be made with Clerk's Office.

lM,Jury Trial-Guilty Verdict _

~

[] Cou1t Trial - Guilty Verdict
[ ]_Judgment of Conviction

,/Cl>

----------

COMMUNITY SERVICE: _ _ _ _ hours or _____ days. (Additional fees inay apply.)

.
. ~~s
JAIL: C:, ~ days;

-

.S-<t,

__
· days suspended;
days credit for time served;
Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_f]_ days may be:served on Sheriffs Work Program. Must be completed within 60 days of this Judgment.
Defendant shall not report for said incarceration with any trace of alcohol and/or drugs in his/her bloodstream or body system.
Report: ¾_today [ J _______________
(] Work Release authorized.
·

DRIVING PRIVILEGES SUSPENDED: _ _ days, coinmencing: f] today or [ ] - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - [] Restricted permit after _ _ days in discretion of probation officer if otherwise valid.
[ ] _·_ days of suspension is suspended.

[ J No driving privileges permitted.

[ ]

months.
[] Comt Probation
[] Supervised. Defendant must pay costs of supervision.
Defendant may apply to probation officer for Court Probation after _ _ months.
Comply witl1 all terms of this Judgment.
If supervised, contact the probation department within 5 days of sentencing date or. release from jail..
Commit no misdemeanor or felony.
Keep Clerk or probaiio11 officer advised of your current address.
Do not drive without.insurance.
Abstain from [ ] alcohol and/or [ J controlled substances not prescribed by a physician_
Submit to testing for [ ] alcohol and/or [ ] controlled substances when requested by a police officer, probation officer or
[ J counselor at your expense.
·
No actual physical control of a motor vehicle after having consumed any alcohol or controlled substances not prescribed by a
physician.
Enroll in the following program ·within _ _ days and complete within _ _ d a y s : ~ - - - - - - - - - - -

[ ]
[ ]

Attend AA/NA_ times per week for_. Submit verification to the Court
Other:---------------------------------

PROBATION:

(x]
[x J
[x]
[xJ

[ ]
[ ]

[J
[ ]

'

·.s,.......

IT IS SO ORDERED this_/_ day of

Copies: [ J Probation

[\,.J-15r-osecutor

P,.}''1¼1orney

[~]15efendant

[] Alcohol School
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KEVIN P. CASSIDY Esq.
TEE ROARK LAW FIRM, LLP
Attorneys at Law
·
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333

~ 7 2006

M~rsh& Rlam~nn, Clwk District
Court Blame CauntY, Idaho

208/788-2427

Attorneys for Defendant/Appellant

lN THE DISTRICT COUR'I OF THE FIFIB JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIB
- STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintif:11
Respondent,
vs.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2006-1102
Supreme Court Docket No.

)

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)
)

ROBERT HARRISON,
Defendant/
Appellant.

)
)
)
)

TO: THE AEOVE-NANJED RESPONDENTS, THE STATE OF IDAHO Ai'-i1J ITS
ATTORNEYS, LAWRENCE WASDEN, ATTORNEY GENERAL, Statehouse Room 210, P.O.
Box 83720, Boise, Idaho, 83720-0010 and J1M THOMAS, BLAINE COUNTY PROSECUTOR,
201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 100 Hailey, Idaho, 83333, A.t'-!D THE CLERK OF TBE ABOVEENTITLED COURT
1.

The above-named Appellant, Robert Harrison, appeals against the above-

named Respondent, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction, which was .
entered on the 15th day ofNovember, 2006, Honorable Robert r Elgee presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Supreme Court, and the judgment

described in paragraph 1 is appealable pursua11t to I.AR. 11(c)(1 )(2)(6)(8) & (9).
3.

A Prelim:iuai:y State111e11t of Issues on Appeal. Without limiting the issues to

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1

338

be raised ultimately, Mr. Ha:t:ri.son raises to following issues: ·
Denial of Defendant's Motion to Suppress evidence unlawfully taken without a
search war,ra:nt and/or taken p1.rrsuant to· an unlawful search warrant; Defendant's statements and
resulting evidence in violation ofM:irimda; denial ofDefendant's motion pursuant to I.CR. 12(b) to
exclude evidence relating to the ad:tr:rission of an unreasonably and fatally suggestive photo lineup
of Defendant; Denial of Defendant's Motion for Rule 29(c) Judgment of Acquittal and alternative
Motion for New Trial.
4.

Has an Order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record: Yes.

5.

(a)

Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes.

(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of the followi.ng portions of
the reporter's transcript:
(i)

T.ae entire transcript of the defense pre-trial motions
hearings;

(ii)

The entire transcript of the Grand Jury proceedings;

(iii)

The entire trial trauscript (excluding voirdire, readu1g of
instructions by the court, opening statements and closing
arguments), including jury instructions hearing and
Defendant's Rule 29 Motion at close of State's case;

(iv)

Defendant's Rule 29 Motion and Motion for New Trial after
jury verdict; and the entire sentencing hearing.

6.

The Appellant requests the following doctu.nents to be h1cluded in the clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR.
(a)

All jury instmctions given by the court.

(b) ·

Defendant further requests all exhibits from the

Jury T1ial,

Grand

Jury proceedings and Defendant's pre-trial motions be lodged with the Supr=e Court.
(c)

Defendant is requesting the DistJ:ict Court to waive the cost of

preparing fue Clerk's Record due to Defendant's incligency.

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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7.

I certify:
(a)

that a copy oftbis notice of appeal has been served on the reporter.

(b)

that the Appellant has .contacted the court reporter and requests

transcri):its iu compressed format and is requesting that the District Court waive the cost thereof due
to 'Defendant's iniligency.
(c)

that service has been made upon all parties. required to. be served

pm·suant to Rule 20, I.AR., and the Attorney General.

f(._

DATED this

I 1day ofNovember, 2006.
THE ROARK LAW F
By:
KevinP. Cass·

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the _l]___ day ofNovember, 2006,I served a true and correct ·
copy of the within aud foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:

Lawrenc.e Wasden
Attorney General
Statehouse, Room 210
P.O. Box 83720 .
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

Jim Thomas
Blaine County Prosecutor
nd

201 2 Avenue South
Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
Susan Israel
Court Reporter
nd
2012 Avenue South
Blaine County Courthouse

By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s) at his offices in
Hailey, Idaho,

By telecopyiIJ& copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopier number
- - - - - - ' ' and by tl1.en mailing copies of the same in the United States Mail,
postage prepaid, at the post office at Hailey, Idaho.

Kevin P. Cassidy

NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FORTBE COUNTY OF BLAINE
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff

'

vs.

ROBERT HARRlSON,

______________
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-2006-1102

ORDER DETERMINING
INDIGENCY

)

Tbis Court having reviewed Defendant Robert Harrison's Motion for Determination

for Indigency and for Court Appointed Counsel on Appeal and the Affidavit in Support of

fodigency of Robert Han-ison, dcis court finds that Defendant Robert Harrison is indigent and it is
appropriate for counsel to be appointed to represent him on appeal.

THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Kevin P. Cassidy be appointed as
appellate counsel and all expenses and all costs of appeal related to his defense shall be waived for

purposes of preparation of the Clerk's Record and transcripts for appeal. Further, the cost of the
public defender shall be detem:rined pursuant to the Blaine CoU.llty Public Defender Contract for
fiscal year 2006/2007.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this~ day ofNovember, 2006.

ROBERT J. EtGE
District Judge

ORDERDETERlYITN1NG INDIGENCY · 1

.CERTIFICATE QE SEBYICE
I HEB.EBY CERTIFY that on the __d/l_ day of November, 2006, I sei:ved a true a11d correct
copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below in. the manner noted:
.Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney
2012nd Avenue South ·
. · .
Suite 100
. Hailey, Idaho 83333
Kevin P. Cassidy
The Roark Law Firrll, LLP
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333

. By depositing copies of fue same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attomey(s).

By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopier num.ber(s): 7885554 and 788-3198.

CLERK

ORDERDETERlvill'-TING JNDIGENCY -2
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Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT HARRISON,

)

Case No. CR-2006-1102

)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING AMENDED
MOTION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION
OF SENTENCING AND REQUEST FOR
RELIEF PENDING REVIEvV

c:,

.)
)

____________ )
Defendant

This Court having proof that a Notice of Appeal has been filed in the above
captioned matter and good cause therefore;

IT IS HEREBY ORDEIIBD as follows:
l.

It is ordered that execution of sentence shall be stayed pending appellate

proceedings being fully concluded herefa or, in the aitemative, the appeal is dismissed for any
reason.

2.

This order of stay is conditioned upon Defendant Robert Harrison posting

$5,000.00 cash or surety bond and signing a Waiver of Extradition in open court guaranteeing his

return to the state of Idaho.

TIJis stay of execution of sentence is further conditioned ,1pon

Defendant keeping appellate counsel apprised of his address, phone number and employment
status, a.t least on a monthly basis.
IT IS SO ORDERED

ORDER GRANTING Al.vlENDED MOTION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION OF SENTENCIN"G
Al'ID REQUEST FOR RELIBF PENDlNG REVIEW - 1

0

o;

rsg:-·
- STATE OF IDAHO,

r
m

:z

::i

DATED this

;)ti

dayofNovemher; 2006.

ROBERT I. ELGEE
District Judge

ORDER GRANTJNG AMENDED MOTION FOR STAY OF EXECUfION OF SENTENCING
AND REQlTEST FOR RELIEF PENDJNG REVIEW - 2

3'f5

CERTIFICATE OF SER:YJCE

,

·1 HEREBY CERTIFY faat on the

{).!). day of November, 2006, I served a tme and correct

copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted:
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney
0
2012'' ·AvenueSouth
Suite 100
Hailey, Idaho 83333
KevinP. Cassidy

The Roark Law F:ixm, LLP
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333

/

By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office a± Hailey, Idaho,
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office offae a,."tomey(s).
By telecopying copies of same to said at"t0rney(s) at the telecopie:r nu.7!lber(s): 7885554 and 788-3198.

CLERK.

I
)
\-.,,

ORDER GRANTING MIBNDED MOTION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION OF SENTENCING
,AND REQUEST FOR RELlEF PENDlNG REVIEW - 3
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FIFTH JUO/CiAL DISTR!CT
BLAfN,E COUNTY

KEVIN P. CASSIDY, ISBN 3746
THE ROARK LAW FJRM, LLP
409 North Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333
TEL: 208/788-2427
FAX: 208/788-3918

= - ..... FILED
'OB Nau 27 H/17 11 3n
,..,c-"'IC'f
!;:;_,"r1t- ~·"
·" C:OU./IT

GLI~~

Attorney for Defendant.

~ ~ ; , , ~ FJ:iK
1

IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE FIFTH JlIDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

)
)
)
)

Plairrtiff;
vs.

Case No. CR-2006-1102

MOTION FOR ROLE 35

)

ROBERT HARRISON,

)
)

)

Defendant

-------------)

C01vfES NOW, the Defendant, Robert Harrison, by and fb:rough his attorney cf

record, Kevin P. Cassidy, and pursuant to Rule 35 of the Idaho Rules of Criminal Procedure moves
th.is Court for an Order modify',ng fue DefendlllJt's sentence previousiy ordered by this Com't.
A Notice of Hearing will be filed with the Court setting the hearing for a time

co,wenier,t to the parties and the Court'../

DATED this

Z7,y~ovember, 2006.

c&
.,,/u

THEROARK.l~·e,
WFJRM,.. LLP

KEVJNF'.' CASSIDY

MOTION FOR R1JLE 35 - 1
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CERTIFICATE DE SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~'"Z'°fNovernber, 2006, I served a true and correct
copy of the with.in and foregoing document upon 1he attorney(s) named below in fue manner noted:
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney
201 2nd Avenue South
Suite 100
Railey, Idaho 83333

By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the
post office at Hailey, Idaho.

By hand delivering copies ofthe same to the office of the attomey(s).
By telecopying copies of same to said attomey(s) at the telecopier number(s): 788-

5554.

MOTIONFORRULE35 -2

User: ANDREA

Fifth Judicial District Court· Blaine County

Date: 12/7/2006

... Time: 01:49 PM

Minutes Report

Page 1 of 2

Case: CR-2006--0001102
Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items

Hearing type:

Rule 35 Motion/Extradition Waiver

Minutes date:

12/04/2006

Start time:

10:00 AM
10:00 AM

Assigned judge:

Robert J. Elgee

Court reporter:

Sue Israel

End time:

Minutes clerk:

Tracy Holz

Audio tape number: 081

Prosecutor:

Jim Thomas

Defense at!orney: Kevin P. Cassidy

Tape Counter: 1007

Ct reviews file, Mr. Cassidy filed Rule 35
Mr. Cassidy requests the court reconsider the sentence in this case, defendant has kept in
contact with counsel has served total of 75 days in jail, no prior convictions, speculation as
to intent, asks the court to reconsider this is a misdemeanor and high number of days to
serve in jail for this charge, 75 days of incarceration is sufficient punishment based on the
defendants background
State responds the sentence was not unduly severe or harsh, the facts speak for
themselves, regardless of intent the court made the findings and agree with those
findings, DUl's have more time imposed than this so the timeframe is irrelevant, defendant
got a jury trial as requested, nothing has changed since 11-15-06, requests the motion be
denied

C,eu,rt H~s- 1

Date: 12/7/2006
Time: 01:4-9.

Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County

F'M

User: ANDREA

Minutes Report

Page 2 of2

Case: CR-2006-0001102
Defendant: Harrison, Robert Joe Jr.
Selected Items

Tape Counter: 1011

Mr. Cassidy in no way calling the sentence illegal just believes the defendant has served
enough time, has been a model inmate, 75 days as time served
State adds irrelevant being a good inmate for Rule 35 motion
Ct reasons for the sentence imposed have not changed, conduct is dangerous because it
is so close to a felony charge, child can be.in a shopping cart and removed from parental
view and can be considered kidnapping even if the individual changes their mind or
informs a security guard they discovered unattended child, no way of knowing the intent
prior to being removed from the store, conduct is no less dangerous or scary, evidence
and punishment may be different may not, in this case, the defendant did not produce
harm to the child and was not convicted of kidnapping, heard no remorse for defendant's
actions, counsel did good active defense work and is not critical to that, defendant did not
testify on his own behalf and understands the right to preserve appeal, understands
defendant cannot say anything at sentencing due to the appeal, as the State commented
back to square one, no idea to intent, 6 months sentence is appropriate and called for
under the circumstances
Ct denies motion
Mr. Cassidy comments defendant bonding pending appeal, and provides the court with
the signed waiver of extradition

Tape Counter: 1019

Ct reviews the waiver
Ct questions defendant's name as Robert Harrison
State defendant was charged as Robert Joe Harrison, Jr.
Ct will add that to the waiver
Defendant is aware of what the waiver is and what it entails, understands the waiver and
has reviewed the waiver with counsel
Ct witnesses the defendant sign the extradition waiver
Jail to be advised not a condition to bond, only needs the $5,000
Ct will sign as witness, clerk will seal the waiver and send out to counsel
Recess

Ccw-t Huiul:es-;)..
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Blaine County
Prosecuting Attorney
20 J 2nd A venue South, Suite 100
· Hailey, Idaho 83333
(208) 788-5545

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF·
THE STATEOF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

)

IN THE MATTER OF THE
EXTRADITIOi'tOF

µ/'r,·~ 'Jr.

}itA/

to the State

of/;(,,£

J

)!,

)
)
)
)

Case No.

CR - d,:;; -

I\ O ~

WAIVER OF EXTRA.DITION

_____________))
STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss.
County of Blaine
I,

)

&4//-/4,f';°<iod-, do. hereby freely and voluntarily state that I am the

identical person against whom c1iminal proceedings, charging me with the commission of the
offense of

& kft::,;16 2;;, )'YltAJ, a

~ .-, ;::;;:.,~

, County of

/J(, S@I ,m~<t1!1ii(; have

(f;2; 1'1'(:

been instituted in the City of

, and State of

;i---/4 4 .,;I

,

in

&;.·<e'.--=~Case No.Ct;~t>t·/~o::2 _, and I hereby knowingly, mtentionally, freely
and voluntanly elect to return to the atoresa1d City, County and State without a Governor's
'Warrant' or other legal forms of process, having for their object my return to the aforesaid City,
County and State.
I have been advised of the reason for my arrest, my right to counsel, my right to
bond, my right against self-incrimination and my right to challenge extradition.
This 1Naiver of Extradition is made without reference to my guilt or innocence and
shall not be considered in any manner prejudicing my case pending in, the aforesaid City,

711,·s

~i

cAS-e 1·$ /X'~
~ ,. __ P,ffl,11,(. I further wholly exonerate and hold blameless in this matter the Sheriff of Blaine
County and State, and is not, in any sense, an admission of guilt

County, and all other persons acting under him, and agree to accompany to the State of

_Od/4v

any peace officer who may be sent to take me toii;;Taid State for further

proceedings in the aforesaid City, County and State.
WAIVER OF EXTR.~JJITION - \

-35 J

C

DATED this

.

I/ f day of _1)~~0-------,------o 20_d;_.

~

... FUGITIVE.
Witnesses:

\

I

SUBSCRJBED

--~=---'-:....c_-'----'

%

C

AND

SvVORN

TO

before

me

this

L

day

of

206'.

~-J\.
~V- ~ ' ;

'<>'-"(

131s:,..,"'-"- ", 1,....,,.,-,'1.:.r-

WAIVER OF EXTRADITION-;)._
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DEC 2 22000
KEVIN P. CASSIDY Esq..
THE ROARX LAW FIRM, LI.P
Attorneys at Law
409 Norfh Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83333
208/788-2427

Marsha Riemann,

',.

l

~cf (".
0 I NA L

Col~~~~ff:'S

Coun' Blaine
~_,,,_.,_,-~;"'-,~··,w--,--...
,.,,_,,_ .... , ,,. __ ...,~.,.,.

Attorneys for Defendant/Appellant.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTR1CT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiffl
Respondent,
vs.

)
)
)

Case No. CR-2006-1102
Supreme Court Docket No.

)
)

AMENDED
NOTICE OF APPEAL

)

ROBERT HARRISON,

)
)

Defendant/
Appellant

)
)

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, THE STATE OF IDAHO AND ITS
ATTORNEYS, LAWRENCE WASDEN, ATTORNEY GENERAL, Statehouse Room 210, P.O.
Box 83720, Boise, Idaho, 83720-0010 and JIM THOMAS, BLAINE COUNTY PROSECUTOR,
201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 100 Hailey, Idaho, 83333, AND THE CLER1( OF THE ABOVEENTITLED COURT
L

The above-named Appellant, Robert Hanison, appeals against the above-

named Respondent, to the Idal10 Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction, which was
entered on the 15th day of November, 2006, Honorable Robert l Elgee presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Supreme Court, and the judgment

desc1ibe.d in paragraph lis appealable pursuant to I.A.R. 11(c)(l )(2)(6)(8) & (9).
3,

A-Preliminary Statement ofissues on Appeal. Without limitir1g the issues to

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- 1

353

be raised ultimately, :Mr. Harrison raises to following issues:
Denial of Defendant's Motion to Suppress evidence unlawfi.11ly taken without a
search wamlllt and/or taken pursuant to an unlawful search wamlllt; Defendant's statements and
resulting evidence in, violation of Miranda; denial of Defendant's motion pursuant to LC.R 12(b) to
exclude evidence relating to the admission of a:n unreasonably and fatally suggestive photo fu1eup
of Defendant; Denial of Defendant's Motion for Rule. 29(c) Judgment of Acquittal and alternative
Motion for New Trial.
4.

Has an Order been entered sealing all or anypo1tion of the record: Yes.

5.

(a)

Is a rep01ier's tra11Sc1ipt requested? Yes.

(b)

The Appellant requests the preparation of the following ponions of
the reporter's trnnsc1ipt:

6.

(i)

The entire transcript of the defense pre-tiial motions
hearings;

(ii)

The entire transcript of the Grand Jury proceedings;

(iii)

The entire tJial 1:J·a11script (excluding voirdire, reading of
instructions by the court, opening statements a11d closing
arguments), including jury instructions heming and
Defendant's Rule 29 Motion at close of State's case;

(iv)

Defendant's Rule 29 Motion a11d Motion for New Trial after
jmy verdict; and the entire sentencing he31111g.

(v)

Entire Rule 35 heaiing and any motions associated with the
heaiing.

The Appella11t requests the following docU111ents to be included in the clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included 1mder Rule 28, LA.R.
(a)

All jury instructions given by the comi.

(b)

All exb:ibits from the Jmy Trial, Grand Jmy proceedings 311d

Defenda11t's pre-1:Ji.al motions be lodged with the Supreme Court.
(c)

The Rule 35 He31111g and all motions associated with the hearing.

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2

(d)

Defendant is requesting the District Comi to waive the cost of

prepaiing the Clerk's Record due to Defendant's indigency.
7.

I certify:
(a)

that a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the repo1ier.

(b)

that the Appellant has contacted the court reporter md requests

trai1scripts in compressed format ai1d is requesting that the District Court waive the cost thereof due
to Defendant's indigency.
(c)

that service has heen made upon all paiiies required to be served

pmsuant to Rule 20, I.AR., and the Attorney General.

/, .d~

DATED thisJ / day of December, 2006.
THE ROARK LAW FJ:RM, LLE---······

By:

5::::: ?"~:

1="'"/ ·"

Kevin P. Cassidy,_.,

Cieri, District Collrt

AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3
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CEEIIEICAIE OE SERVICE
I hereby certify that on tl1e _ _ day ofDecember,2006, I served a tme and correct
copy of the within and foregoing document upon tl1e attomey(s) named below in tl1e manner noted:

Lawrence Wasden
Attorney General
Statehouse, Room 210
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010
Jim Thomas
Blaine Conn1y Prosecutor
nd
201 2 Avenue South
Suite 100
Hailey, Idabo 83333
Susan Israel
Comi Reporter
nd
2012 Avenue Soufu
Blaine Cm111ty Comihouse

By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prep8.id, at tbe
post office at Hailey, Idaho.
By hand delive1ing copies of the same to the office oftl1e attomey(s) at his offices in
Hailey, Idaho.

I

By telecopying copies of same to said a!torney(s) at the telecopier number
_ _ _ _ _ _ , and by fuen mailing copies of the same in the United States Mail,
postage prepaid, at the post office at Hailey, Idaho.

Kevin P. Cassidy

\

)
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- 4
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EXHIBIT LIST

STATE'S EXHIBIT LIST FOR JURY TRIAL HELD 9-20-06
1.

2.
. 3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

HAT-RETAINED BY THE CLERK
ICE SCRAPER-RETAINED BY THE CLERK
SUNSHADE-RETAINED BY THE CLERK
MAP OF KETCHUM-RETAINED BY THE CLERK
BOOKING PHOTO
PHOTO ID LINEUP
PHOTO OF STAR TREK VIDEOS
PHOTO OF TRUCK

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT LIST FOR JURY TRIAL HELD 09-20-06
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

RESUME ROBERT SHOMER NEVER OFFERED OR PROVIDED
PHOTO DRIVER'S LICENSE ROBERT HARRISON
PHOTO TRUCK INTERIOR DRIVER'S SIDE
PHOTO TRUCK INTERIOR DASH FROM PASSENGER SIDE
PHOTO TRUCK INTERIOR CENTER DASH
PHOTO TRUCK INTERIOR CRACKED WINDSHIELD
PHOTO TRUCK INTERIOR CONTINUED CRACKE9 WINDSHIELD
SUNSHADE (SAME AS STATE'Sjf °3 - ~'~
PHOTO PASSENGER FLOORMAT-"TAZ"
PHOTO CLIFFVIEW APARTMENTS
PHOTO CLIFFVIEW APARTMENTS
PHOTO KPD BOOKING ROOM FACING EAST
PHOTO KPD BOOKING ROOM FACING NORTH
PHOTO K.DP BOOKING ROOM FACING SOUTH
PHOTO K.DP BOOKING ROOM FACING WEST
PHOTO VIDEO'S/VCR'S #1
PHOTO VIDEO'SNCR'S #2
COPIES GRAND JURY EXHIBITS TO LIST
TRANSCRIPT INTERVIEWS WITH
NOT~
MAP OF KETCHUM NOT ADMITTED

COURT'S EXHIBITS FROM JURY TRIAL HELD 9-20-06
1.

2.
3.

JURYNOTE
JURYNOTE
JURYNOTE

357

STATE'S EXHIBITS AT SENTENCING HELD 11-15-06
1.

LETTER FROM GARCIA FAMILY ENGLISH/SPANISH

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT LIST FROM MOTIONS HELD 8-31-06
1. ·
2.

. PHOTO LINEUP (COPY)
GRAND JURY EXHIBITS (COPIES)

SEALED EXHIBITS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD DUE TO
CONFLICT AND FOR NEW PUBLIC DEFENDER
SEALED MOTION TO SEAL
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD DUE TO
CONFLICT AND FOR NEW PUBLIC DEFENDER "EXHIBIT A"
SEALED ORDER SEALING MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY
OF RECORD DUE TO CONFLICT AND FOR NEW PUBLIC DEFENDER
SEALED MOTION TO SEAL
FILED UNDER SEAL MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF
RECORD DUE TO CONFLICT AND FOR NEW PUBLIC DEFENDER
IN CAMERA EX-PARTE MINUTES 5-1-06
IN CAMERA EX-PARTE MINUTES 5-30-06
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,

)
)
)

vs.

ROBERT JOE HARRISON, JR.,
Defendant/Appellant.

Supreme Court No. 33705

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

)
)
)
)

)
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Blaine

)
) ss.
)

I, Tracy Holz, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing
Supplemental Clerk's Record on Appeal was compiled and bound under my direction and is a
true, full and correct Record of the pleadings and documents as are automatically required under
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules as well as those requested by the Appellant.
I do further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted in the above-entitled cause
(already sent to counsel and lodged with the Supreme Court) and exhibits requested by the
Appellant will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the Clerk's Record on
Appeal and the Court Reporter's Transcript on Appeal, except for Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, which will be
retained in the possession of the undersigned, as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate
Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have heret,mto set my hand and affixed the seal of
, 2007.
said Court at Hailey, Idaho, this &3__ day of fY\CU'.:Ct\
JOLYNN DRAGE, Clerk of the Court

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE

ROBERT JOE HARRISON, JR.,

)

)

Plaintiff/Appellant,

Supreme Court No. 33705

)

vs.

)

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

)

Defendant/Respondent. .

I, Tracy Holz, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record and
Reporter's Transcript to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
Kevin P. Cassidy
409 N. Main Street
Hailey, Idaho 83703

Idaho Attorney General's Office
Statehouse, Rm. 21 0
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

Attorneys for Plaintiff/Appellant

Attorneys for Defendant/Respondent

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the said Court this
day of
IY\.OXd\
, 2007

o?3

JOLYNN DRAGE, Clerk of the Court

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1

'?Joo

